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Abstract
The preliminary results of the ionosphere model
correcting method using slant TEC data were presented.
We compared model results and observation data of the
vertical sounding stations in Sodankylä (high-latitudes).
We used two models: IRI-Plas and NeQuick. It was
shown that the proposed method needs improving, the
correcting data should be enlarged and additional tools for
more accurate model updating should be added.

1. Introduction
In recent years, attention to investigation and diagnostic
of ionosphere significantly increases. Nowadays, global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) such as GPS and
GLONASS, worldwide ground-based network of satellite
signal receivers provide a new possibility of real time
ionospheric monitoring [1]. GNSS Signal Processing is
used for calculating absolute total electron content (TEC)
along radio path between each satellite and ground-based
receiver [2]. Absolute TEC can be used for the correction
of ionospheric models providing more accurate electron
density distribution [3]. Most of the recent papers based
on GNSS data in the mid-latitude ionosphere showed a
good agreement between the corrected and the
experimental ionospheric data [4-6]. However there is no
main approach for such problem for all ionospheric
regions. The problem of ionospheric model correcting
(updating) is a subject of present work. The relevance of
the proposed research is due to the following points: (1) It
is necessary to improve operational environment models i
for applications (directly radar); (2) The updating
ionospheric models at high-latitudes has not been studied
and developed sufficiently.

2. Formulation of the problem
The receivers in Lovozero will be used by us to correct
the ionosphere models to describe the space weather in
the considered high-latitude region. Verification of this
updating will occur by comparing the model calculations
with the data of the vertical sounding station in Sodankylä
(Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Location of GNSS receiver (red asterisk) and
vertical sounding station (green asterisk).
In order to validate the method, the following days have
beem chosen: March 22, June 22, September 22 and
December 18, which correspond days equinox and
solstice with quiet magnetic conditions: Kp index has not
exceeded 3, Dst has not fallen less than -10 nT.

3. Description of the correction (updating)
procedure
Radio Communication Sector of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU-R) recommends using
the International Reference Ionospheric (IRI) [7] model or
the NeQuick [8] model for a long-term ionospheric
forecast. There is IRI extended to the plasmasphere – IRIPlas model [9-10]. They use R12 index as the index of the
solar activity. R12 is the 12-months moving average (with
center at the given month) of the relative sunspots number
In our work, we perform the correction of the IRI-Plas
and NeQuick models based on the absolute slant TEC
data. An updating procedure is based on the changing
some control parameters of models (here it isRz12). The
criterion for Rz12 value is the minimum of the standard
deviation (SD) between the experimental (GNSS) TEC
and model those. The initial Rz12 value is the Rz12
forecast for a specific month [11].
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The procedure is divided into two stages. At the first
stage, the updating is made based on data from all the
azimuths (360°-sector). 45° elevation cut-off was used.
Then changing Rz12 we minimized SD. The second stage
is similar to the first, except for the selection of satellites
in azimuth and elevation. The total area of 360° is divided
into 18 subsectors of 20°. In each subsector, we used data
from satellites with elevation less than 45 °. The result of
updating procedure is an array of Rz12 values for each
azimuth sector.
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In the Table 1 we shown the standard deviation of the
daily model value foF2 from the experimental those for
different updating. The minimum values are indicated in
bold. As one can see from Table 1, the correction did not
give the expected improvements: SD without change in
Rz12 is less than after correction (except for March and
September). Also we can see that after the second stage of
correction, the SD value is less than after the first one.
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Figures 2 and 3 show the comparison of model and
experimental foF2 values. The ionosonde observation data
is shown in violet, not updated IRI-Plas and updated
NeQuick (forecast) – in blue, updated model results is
shown in green (first state) and red (second state). For the
second stage of updating procedure, azimuths close to
263º (LOZ → SOD) were considered. For March and
September, the daily maximum of foF2 after model
updating better correlate with experimental data than
without updating. In June, there is agreement of
observation data and model results (after updating) at
night, in December - in the evening and in the morning. In
December the updating led to the precision deterioration.
Not updated model better agree with experimental data.
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4. Model calculations results

Figure 2. The ionosond observation data (violet stars),
forecasted model IRI-Plas results (blue hollow circles),
and model results after first (green circles) and second
(red circles) correction.
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model. It is still a question “Why correction procedure has
not led to a significant improvement of model results?”
Klimenko et al. [12] shown, that the contribution of the
plasmasphere to the TEC can be compared with the
ionospheric contribution. Therefore, it is important to
describe the electron concentration profile used by the
ionospheric model above the peak of the F2 layer
correctly. It can be assumed that the deterioration of the
results of the updating procedure is due to the errors in the
description of the electron concentration profile in the
plasmosphere by the NeQuick model. The foF2 deviation
of the IRI-Plas model is less due to the contribution of the
plasmasphere is taking into account.
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Figure 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for NeQuick model.
In general, standard deviations for updated IRI-Plas is less
than these for NeQuick.

5. Conclusion
For considered periods, the updating procedure with the
NeQuick model works worse than those with the IRI-Plas
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